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Introduction
Fibrosis is a dynamic process of abnormal connective tissue
formation as a result of excessive wound healing and extracellular
matrix deposition. It can occur in almost all tissues and it is a major
contributor to clinical diseases, leading to organ failure and
accounting for approximately one third of deaths worldwide [1,2]. It is
proposed that fibrotic response may be distinguished in four major
phases: 1) the initiation after tissue injury; 2) the activation of effector
cells; 3) the deposition of extracellular matrix and 4) the progression to
fibrosis with subsequent organ failure by excessive accumulation of
extracellular matrix without sufficient degradation [2].
The first phase (local response to tissue injury) leads to
inflammatory response in an effort to limit tissue damage and
subsequently proceed with repair. However, when inflammation
remains unresolved, fibrosis may be initiated. In particular, the
inflammatory response leads to injury of epithelial/endothelial cells
and enhances the release of inflammatory mediators, including
chemokines, cytokines and inflammatory cells (mainly neutrophils
and macrophages, but also eosinophils, basophils, mast cells). This
inflammatory environment activates effector cells (such as fibroblasts
and myofibroblasts) resulting in the production of matrix proteins and
subsequent fibrotic process (second and third phases) [2]. The fibrotic
changes can occur in different tissues, and are mediated by common
pathogenic signaling such as transforming growth factor-β (TGF-β)
[3], platelet-derived growth factor (PDGF) [4], connective tissue
growth factor (CCN2) [5], endothelin-1 [6], angiotensin II [7],
integrins [8] extracellular matrix-driven pathways. Among the
mechanisms involved in fibrosis, a cornerstone for the progression of
the fibrotic process is the differentiation of fibroblasts towards
activated cells, namely myofibroblasts, which contribute in the
production of abundant amount of extracellular matrix [2].
In a recent study [9] it was indicated for the first time that among
various mediators involved in the inflammation-driven differentiation
of fibroblast to an activated myofibroblast, a main architect is the
neutrophil, a cell whose role in fibrosis was obscure up to now.
Through a series of well-designed in vitro experiments it was
demonstrated that agents involved in fibrotic process (i.e. cigarette
smoke extract, magnesium silicate, bleomycin) were unable to affect
fibroblasts directly, but their function had to pass through a neutrophil
mechanism, neutrophil extracellular traps (NETs) [9]. A significant
finding of this study was the observation that NETs were involved in
the differentiation of fibroblasts into myofibroblasts irrespectively of
the causative trigger of NET generation, suggesting that numerous
inflammatory stimuli that can induce NET generation are candidate
triggers of fibrogenesis. NETs have been first described in 2004 as a
new anti-microbial function of neutrophils [10] and consist of
extracellular chromatin fibres decorated with various neutrophilderived granular, cytoplasmic and nuclear proteins. Since 2009,
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insightful studies demonstrated the involvement of this mechanism in
the pathophysiology of various non-infectious disorders such as
autoimmunity [11], autoinflammation [12], thrombosis [13,14] and
cancer [15]. Kambas and colleagues provided the first evidence
indicating a significant role for neutrophils in the pathophysiology of
fibrosis [9].
Additionally, in the same report, Chrysanthopoulou et al. [9] have
also indicated the presence of NETs' remnants in lung and skin biopsy
specimens from human fibrotic diseases, which expressed cytokines
involved in fibrotic process. This finding is consistent with the notion
which suggests that pulses of neutrophilic migration are required
during the chronic inflammation of many fibrotic disorders [2]. It is
reasonable to suggest that NETs can act during the second phase of
fibrotic response as activators of fibroblasts (Figure 1). Based on the
above, we could also propose how fibrosis occurs after a prolonged
period of time, where inflammatory flares lead to repeated
neutrophilic infiltration pulses with subsequent NET-driven
myofibroblast activation and excessive matrix deposition. Similarly, a
very recent study indicated the key role of neutrophil elastase in the
promotion of myofibroblast differentiation in experimental lung
fibrosis, confirming indirectly but clearly the significance of NETs and
their decorative components in fibrotic process [16]. Furthermore, at
the same time when the critical role of NETs in inflammation-driven
fibrosis was revealed [9], an independent clinical study demonstrated
that decreased DNase I activity in dermatomyositis/polymyositis
patients is significantly associated with interstitial lung disease, linking
the abnormal clearance of NETs with a well-defined, severe fibrotic
complication [17]. Considering that the lifespan of neutrophils is very
short, and in many fibrotic cases the biopsies are performed when the
fibrosis is established, it is rational to explain why neutrophils cannot
be visualized in fibrotic tissues by conventional methods used in
everyday pathology practice (e.g. eosin/hematoxylin staining).
Monoclonal antibodies against neutrophil elastase and citrullinated
H3 using modern technologies, such as immunofluorescence confocal
microscopy or alkaline phosphatase anti-alkaline phosphatase
(APAAP) immunocytochemistry offer the opportunity to confirm the
presence of NET-derived neutrophilic remnants in archive histology
samples of fibrotic disorders retrospectively, where there was an
initially reported absence of intact neutrophils.
Additionally, NETs-bound components have various functions and
their activity is greatly depended on the integrity of NET scaffold
[13,15]. Several of these components are related with certain diseases
and their specificity may define the role of NETs in each disorder.
Particularly, there is a lot of evidence supporting the concept that
some NET-bound molecules are different in various diseases and "all
NETs are not equal", thus suggesting a specific role of their
components in the pathophysiology of diseases. Hence, it is reasonable
that NETs present during fibrosis carry mediators that could influence
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fibrotic mechanisms either positively or negatively. For example such
components expressed on NETs are IL-17 [9], which is a key fibrotic
cytokine, and metalloproteinases [18] which can play an important
role in matrix turnover.
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Figure 1: The role of neutrophils and NETs in fibrosis.
In the first phase of fibrotic process damaged tissue produces
chemokines, cytokines and other inflammatory mediators which act as
chemoattractants to cells, among them neutrophils, and subsequently
under a suitable inflammatory environment neutrophils generate
NETs. In the second phase, NETs can promote fibroblast
differentiation
into
myofibroblasts.
Following
fibroblast
differentiation, NETs carry components that can influence
myofibroblastic activity either positively or negatively. During the
development of fibrosis, neutrophils exist in the fibrotic tissue only in
the form of "invisible" NET remnants, reminding their significant role.
Despite the above emerging findings the scientific field of NETdriven fibrosis is still an unwritten page. A lot of research effort is
required in order to delineate which NET components influence
pathways that are implicated in fibrotic process, while their presence
in fibrotic tissue and their ability to affect a key stage of the fibrotic
response constitute them a potential therapeutic target. Moreover, the
inhibition of NET generation as a therapeutic approach could provide
a more efficient and less immunosuppresive alternative [19]. Targeting
NETs alone or in combined therapies could offer more efficient
treatment against fibrosis.
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